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Abstract
This paper is concerned with simulation-based inference in generalized models of stochastic
volatility de2ned by heavy-tailed Student-t distributions (with unknown degrees of freedom)
and exogenous variables in the observation and volatility equations and a jump component in
the observation equation. By building on the work of Kim, Shephard and Chib (Rev. Econom.
Stud. 65 (1998) 361), we develop e9cient Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms for estimating
these models. The paper also discusses how the likelihood function of these models can be
computed by appropriate particle 2lter methods. Computation of the marginal likelihood by the
method of Chib (J. Amer. Statist. Assoc. 90 (1995) 1313) is also considered. The methodology
is extensively tested and validated on simulated data and then applied in detail to daily returns
data on the S&P 500 index where several stochastic volatility models are formally compared
c 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
under di<erent priors on the parameters. 
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1. Introduction
Stochastic volatility models have gradually emerged as a useful way of modeling
time-varying volatility with signi2cant potential for applications, especially in 2nance
(Taylor, 1994; Shephard, 1996; Ghysels et al., 1996) for a discussion of the models and
∗
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the related literature). In this paper we consider two versions of SV models and extend
existing work on more restricted models to develop e9cient and fast Bayesian Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimation algorithms. We develop a straightforward procedure for computing the marginal likelihood and Bayes factors for SV models. This
procedure combines a simulation-based 2lter for estimating the likelihood ordinate with
the method of Chib (1995) for estimating the posterior density of the parameters. The
marginal likelihood procedure is tested on several problems and it is shown that the
approach is capable of correctly choosing between various competing models. As a
by-product of our work, we provide a method for 2ltering the current value of the
unobserved volatility using contemporaneous data. This method is a simpler alternative
to the reprojection method proposed by Gallant and Tauchen (1998).
The simplest formulation of the SV model, labelled SV0 , is given by
yt = exp (ht =2)ut ;
ht =

+ (ht−1 − ) +

t;

t 6 n;

where yt is the response variable, ht is the unobserved log-volatility of yt and the
errors ut and t are Gaussian white noise sequences. This model has been heavily
analyzed in the literature. The 2rst Bayesian analysis was provided by Jacquier et
al. (1994) where the posterior distribution of the parameters was sampled by MCMC
methods using the distributions ht |y; h(−t) ; ; ; (t 6 n); |y; h; ; ; |y; h; ; and
|y; h; ; , where h = (h1 ; : : : ; hn ) and h(−t) denotes all the elements of h excluding
ht . Although this algorithm is conceptually simple it is not particularly e9cient from a
simulation perspective, as is shown by Kim et al. (1998) who develop an alternative,
more e9cient, MCMC algorithm for the above model. The e9ciency gain in the Kim,
Shephard and Chib algorithm arises from the joint sampling of ( ; ) in one block
marginalized over both {ht } and , followed by the sampling of {ht } in one block
conditioned on everything else in the model.
In this paper, we are concerned with two extensions of the basic SV model. The 2rst
of these models, which we label the SVt model, is de2ned by Student-t observation
errors, level e<ect in the volatility and covariates in the volatility evolution. The model
is given by the speci2cation
yt = xt  + wt exp(ht =2)ut ;
ht =

+ zt  + (ht−1 − ) +

t;

t 6 n;

(1)

where xt , wt and zt are covariates,  denotes the level e<ect and ut is distributed as
a Student-t random variable with mean zero, variance =( − 2) and  ¿ 2 degrees
of freedom. By exploiting the well-known fact that the Student-t distribution can be
expressed as a particular scale mixture of normals, we write ut = t−1=2 t where t is
standard normal N(0,1) and t is i.i.d. Gamma(=2; =2). In the SV context, Student-t
error-based models were used by Harvey et al. (1994), while Mahieu and Schotman
(1998) discuss the use of a mixture distribution. Recently, Jacquier et al. (1999) have
computed the posterior density of the parameters of a Student-t-based SV model. We
assume that the degrees of parameter  of the t-distribution is unknown and is estimated
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from the data. Finally, {wt } is a non-negative process, such as the lag of the interest
rate (see, for example, Andersen and Lund (1997) and the references contained within).
As motivation we should mention that the above model can be thought of as an
Euler discretization of a Student-t-based LIevy process with additional stochastic volatility e<ects. The latter models are being actively studied in the continuous-time mathematical options and risk assessment literature. Leading references include Eberlein
(2002), Prause (1999) and Eberlein and Prause (2002), while an introductory exposition is given in Barndor<-Nielsen and Shephard (2002, Chapter 2). The extension to
allow for stochastic volatility e<ects is discussed in Eberlein and Prause (2002) and
Eberlein et al. (2001).
The second model we discuss is similar to the SVt model except that it contains a
jump component in the observation equation to allow for large, transient movements.
This model, which we call the SVt plus jumps model (SVJt), is de2ned as
yt = xt  + kt qt + wt exp(ht =2)ut ;
ht =

+ zt  + (ht−1 − ) +

t;

t 6 n;

(2)

where qt is a Bernoulli random variable that takes the value one with unknown probability  and the value zero with probability 1 − . The time-varying variable kt represents the size of the jump when a jump occurs and is assumed to a priori follow the
distribution
log (1 + kt ) ∼ N(−0:52 ; 2 );

(3)

following Andersen et al. (2001). Taken together kt qt can be viewed as a discretization of a 2nite activity LIevy process. Jump models are quite popular in continuous
time models of 2nancial asset pricing (for example, Merton, 1976; Ball and Torous,
1985; Bates, 1996; Du9e et al., 2000; Barndor<-Nielsen and Shephard, 2001a). Recent
econometric work on jump-type SV models includes Barndor<-Nielsen and Shephard
(2001b), Chernov et al. (2000) and Eraker et al. (2002). Our innovation is to provide
an e9cient and complete Bayesian tool-kit for parameter estimation, model checking,
volatility estimation via 2ltering and model comparison.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we suggest an MCMC
approach for 2tting the SVt model and discuss methods for doing 2ltering and model
choice. Section 3 presents a similar analysis for the SVJt model. Section 4 reports on
an extensive Monte Carlo experiment in which the proposed estimation methods and
model choice criterion are tested and validated. Then, the methodology is applied in
detail to daily returns data on the S&P 500 index where several stochastic volatility
models are formally compared under di<erent priors on the parameters. Concluding
remarks are presented in Section 5.
2. SVt model and Bayesian inference
A key feature of the SVt model (2) is that its likelihood function is not available
easily. To see this di9culty, let = ( ; ; ; ; ; ; ) denote the parameters of the
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model. Then, by the law of total probability, it follows that the density of the data
y = (y1 ; : : : ; yn ) given can be expressed as
f(y| ) =
=

n

t=1
n


f(yt |Ft−1 ; )


t=1

f(yt |ht ; )f(ht |Ft−1 ; ) dht ;

where Ft−1 denotes the history of the observation sequence up to time (t − 1). For
model (2)
f(yt |ht ; ) = St(yt |xt ; wt2 exp(ht ); )
is the Student-t density function with mean xt , dispersion wt exp(ht ) and  degrees
of freedom. The source of the problem is that the density f(ht |Ft−1 ; ) cannot be
expressed in the closed form. Furthermore, ht appears in the variance structure of the
Student-t density and this precludes direct marginalization given any non-degenerate
distribution of ht .
Inspite of this apparent di9culty in the computation of the likelihood, it is possible
to estimate the likelihood by taking recourse to a simulation method, called particle
2ltering, that for each t delivers a sample of draws on ht from f(ht |Ft−1 ; ). We
discuss that method in the next sub-section because in the Bayesian context parameter
estimation can be done without computing the likelihood.
2.1. Prior–posterior analysis
To complete the Bayesian model we formulate a prior distribution on the parameters
. We 2rst assume that each parameter is a priori independent. Next, following Kim
et al. (1998), we assume that for some choice of hyperparameters (1) ; (2) ¿ 0:5, the
prior density of is a scaled beta distribution
( ) = 0:5

!(
!(

(1)

+

(2)

)

(1) )!( (2) )

{0:5(1 + )}

(1)

−1

{0:5(1 − )}

(2)

−1

;

(4)

with support on the stationary region (−1; 1). Under this prior, the prior mean of
is 2 (1) =( (1) + (2) −1). Third, we represent our information about  by a uniform
distribution on the range (0; 2) so as to cover the values that have been considered
in the literature. Fourth, we let our prior on for some hyperparameters ( 0 ; "0 ) be
given by a log-normal distribution. Thus, ∼LN( | 0 ; "0 ). Fifth, for ,  and  we
assume independent normal priors N( | 0 ; M0 ), N(|0 ; B0−1 ), and N(|0 ; A−1
0 ), respectively, where the hyperparameters (0 ; 0 ; 0 ; M0 ; 0 ; B0 ; 0 ; A0 ) are speci2ed to reMect
the available prior information. Finally, for the degrees of freedom  we assume that
the prior is uniform over the range (2; 128). We mention that the precise distributional
assumptions made above can be changed without a<ecting most of the details of the
analysis.
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Table 1
Parameters of seven-component Gaussian mixture to approximate the distribution of log &12
st

q

m st

vs2t

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.00730
0.10556
0.00002
0.04395
0.34001
0.24566
0.25750

−11:40039
−5:24321
−9:83726
1.50746
−0:65098
0.52478
−2:35859

5.79596
2.61369
5.17950
0.16735
0.64009
0.34023
1.26261

Given this prior information the goal of the Bayesian analysis is to learn about the
parameters from the augmented posterior distribution
n

( ; h|y) ˙ ( ) f(yt |ht ; )f(ht |ht−1 ; )
t=1
n


˙ ( )

t=1

St(yt |xt ; wt exp(ht ); )N(ht | + zt  + (ht−1 − );

2

):

Inference on the parameters is conducted by producing a sample { (g) ; h(g) } from this
density by a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure (see, e.g., Chib and
Greenberg (1996)). The draws { (g) } thus produced are automatically from the posterior density of
marginalized over h. We now discuss how the augmented posterior
density can be sampled e9ciently. Our methods are extensions of those in Kim et
al. (1998). Wong (2000) recently has compared several existing and new algorithms
for 2tting the basic SV model and reported that the latter approach is both fast and
reliable.
We start by noting that the SVt model can be converted into a conditionally Gaussian
state space model. Let ut = t−1=2 t , where t is a standard normal and t is i.i.d.
Gamma(=2; =2). Now, conditioned on and {t } the model may be reexpressed as
yt∗ =  log(wt2 ) + ht + zt ;
ht =

+ zt  + (ht−1 − ) +

(5)
t;

(6)

where
yt∗ = log (yt − xt )2 + log t
and zt = log t2 . Following Kim et al. (1998) we approximate the distribution of zt by
a seven-component mixture of normal densities with the representation
zt |st ∼ N(mst ; vs2t );
Pr(st = i) = qi ;

i 6 7; t 6 n;

(7)

where st ∈ (1; 2; : : : ; 7) is an unobserved mixture component indicator with probability
mass function q = {qi } and the parameters {q; mst ; vs2t } are as reported in
Table 1.
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In the MCMC context, it is helpful to use this approximation because the minor
approximation error can be removed at the conclusion of the posterior sampling by a
reweighting procedure, as discussed in Kim et al. (1998). This strategy of working with
an e9cient approximating model, and then reweighting the posterior sample ex-post,
is a useful method of dealing with complicated models.
Another point to note is that if we let s = {s1 ; : : : ; sn } and F∗t = (y1∗ ; : : : ; yt∗ ), then
the density of yt∗ |s; only depends upon a subset of parameters , = ( ; ; ; ; ). In
particular, the density of yt∗ |s; can be expressed as
f(y∗ |s; ,) =

n

t=1

f(yt∗ |F∗t−1 ; s; ,);

(8)

where each one-step ahead density f(yt∗ |F∗t−1 ; s; ,) can be derived from the output
of the Kalman 2lter recursions (adapted to the di<ering components, as indicated by
the component vector s). These two points prove important in the formulation of our
MCMC algorithm.
Our MCMC algorithm is based on the four vector blocks {; [,; h]; s and [; ]},
where  = {1 ; : : : ; n } and the notation [,; h] means that , and h are sampled in one
block, conditioned on the remaining blocks. Note that the parameters  and  are also
sampled in one block conditioned on the other blocks. Extensive experimentation has
shown that these steps are important for reducing the serial dependence in the MCMC
output. The empirical sections below address this point in detail.
We summarize our algorithm as follows.
Algorithm 1: MCMC algorithm for the SVt model.
1. Initialize ; s;  and 
2. Sample , and h from ,; h|y; s; ;  by drawing
(a) , from ,|y∗ ; s;  and
(b) h from h|y∗ ; s; ; ,
3. Sample  from |y; h; s; ; 
4. Sample st from st |yt∗ ; ht ; 
5. Sample  and  from ; |y; h;

by drawing

(a)  from |y; h; and
(b) t from t |yt ; ht ; ; .
6. Goto 2.
Steps 2a and 5a as mentioned above are important. We implement Step 2a by
using the Metropolis–Hastings (M–H) algorithm (see, for example, Chib and Greenberg (1995) for a detailed account of the algorithm) by making a proposal draw , i
from a tailored multivariate-t density fT (,|m; V; .) with . degrees of freedom, where
m is the value that maximizes the density log f(y∗ |s; ,) de2ned in (8) and V is minus
the inverse Hessian matrix of the objective function evaluated at m. This approach for
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specifying the proposal density was introduced by Chib and Greenberg (1994). The
proposal value generated from this density is then accepted or rejected according to
the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm.
Step 2b is implemented using the simulation smoother algorithm described in Kim et
al. (1998). Step 3 follows from the update of a regression model with heteroskedastic
errors. Step 4 corresponds to the sampling of st from a seven-point discrete distribution
in which the prior weights Pr(st ) are updated to Pr(st )N(yt∗ | log(wt2 ) + ht + mst ; vs2t )
and then normalized. Finally, Step 5a involves the sampling of the degrees of freedom
by a Metropolis–Hastings step from the reduced conditional density of  (given by
the product of Student-t densities in Eq. (2)) and Step 5b is a drawing from updated
gamma distributions. Full details of this algorithm are given in Appendix A.
We note that while it may appear reasonable to sample  and the remaining parameters of , as separate blocks, we have found that the resulting sampler is much
less e9cient due to the strong correlation between  and . It is well known that
strongly correlated components should be simulated as one block to minimize the
serial dependence of the MCMC output. We sample parameters ( ; ; ; ) and h as
one block for a similar reason.
2.2. Filtering and likelihood estimation
We mentioned above that it is possible to estimate the likelihood function by simulation. In this section, we show how that can be done for a given value of the parameters
. The general approach relies on a particle 2ltering method that recursively delivers
sequences of draws of {ht } from the 2ltered distributions
f(h1 |F1 ; ); : : : ; f(ht |Ft ; ); : : : ; f(hn |Fn ; ):
As part of this particle 2ltering procedure we obtain draws of ht from f(ht |Ft−1 ; ).
These draws from the one-step ahead predictive distribution of ht allow us to estimate
the one-step ahead density of yt

f(yt |Ft−1 ; ) = St(yt |xt ; wt2 exp(ht ); )f(ht |Ft−1 ; ) dht
by simple Monte Carlo averaging of St(yt |xt ; wt2 exp(ht ); ) over the draws of ht
from f(ht |Ft−1 ; ). We should note that the problem of 2ltering is important in its
own right (independent of its use for calculating the likelihood function) because it
may be used in the on-line forecasting of volatility and in the construction of model
diagnostics.
The problem of 2ltering is solved by utilizing the particle 0lter method (see, for
example, Gordon et al., 1993; Kitagawa, 1996; Berzuini et al., 1997; Isard and Blake,
1996; Pitt and Shephard, 1999a; and the booklength survey by Doucet et al., 2001).
Kim et al. (1998) discuss a simple particle 2lter for the SV model but their algorithm
has to be modi2ed before it can be applied to the SVt model.
It may be mentioned that an alternative approach would be to use an importance
sampling method as discussed by Danielsson (1994) and Sandmann and Koopman
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(1998). Although this method has some theoretical advantages over particle 2ltering,
it is not easy to implement in the SV context. Shephard (2000) presents evidence that
typical importance samplers for the basic SV model may not possess a variance (and
so would not obey a standard central limit theorem). Further experiments along these
lines suggest that this problem becomes more severe when we deal with more involved
SV models like the SVt model.
From Bayes theorem,
f(ht |Ft ; ) ˙ St(yt |xt ; wt2 exp(ht ); )f(ht |Ft−1 ; );
where



f(ht |Ft−1 ; ) = N{ht | + (ht−1 − ) + zt−1
;

2

(9)

}f(ht−1 |Ft−1 ; ) dht−1 :

Let us suppose that we have a sample h1t−1 ; : : : ; hM
t−1 ∼ f(ht−1 |Ft−1 ; ), then it follows
that f(ht |Ft−1 ; ) can be approximated as
f(ht |Ft−1 ; ) 

M
1 

N{ht | + (hjt−1 − ) + zt−1
;
M j=1

2

};

whence, approximately,
2

˙
f(ht |Ft ; )˙St(y
t |xt ; wt exp(ht ); )

M
1 

N{ht | + (hjt−1 − ) + zt−1
;
M j=1

2

}:

To sample ht from the latter density we work with the auxiliary particle 0lter introduced in Pitt and Shephard (1999a). This 2lter requires a 2rst stage in which proposal
∗R
values h∗1
are created. These values are then reweighted to produce draws
t ; : : : ; ht
1
M
{ht ; : : : ; ht } that correspond to draws from the target distribution. Typically, we take
R to be 2ve or ten times larger than M . In the examples, we set the latter to be equal
to 20; 000. We now summarize the steps involved for the 2lter in period t.
Algorithm 2: Auxiliary particle lter for SVt model.
1. Given {h1t−1 ; : : : ; hM
t−1 } from (ht−1 |Ft−1 ; ) calculate
∗j

ĥt =


+ (hjt−1 − ) + zt−1
;
∗j

wj = St{yt |xt ; wt2 exp(ĥt ); };

j = 1; : : : ; M

and sample R times the integers 1; 2; : : : ; M with probability proportional to {wj }.
∗k1

∗kR

Let the sampled indexes be k1 ; : : : ; kR and associate these with ĥt ; : : : ; ĥt .
2. For each value of kj from Step 1 simulate
k

j

h∗j
t ∼N( + (ht−1 − ) + zt−1 ;

2

);

j = 1; : : : ; R
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∗R
3. Resample {h∗1
t ; : : : ; ht } M times with probabilities proportional to

St{yt |xt ; wt2 exp(h∗j
t ); }
∗kj

St{yt |xt ; wt2 exp(ĥt ); }

;

j = 1; : : : ; R;

to produce the 2ltered sample {h1t ; : : : ; hM
t } from (ht |Ft ; ).
Once we have a sample from (ht |Ft ; ) it is possible to produce many econometrically interesting quantities. The mean of the sample draws provides an estimate
of E(ht |Ft ; ) which is the minimum mean square estimator of the log-volatility. It
may be noted that our estimate of the log-volatility provides an alternative approach
to the Gallant and Tauchen (1998) reprojection algorithm. We can also estimate the
volatility directly by working with the exponentiated sample. We can also estimate
Pr(Yt 6 yt |Ft−1 ; ) which can be used to perform diagnostic checking, as discussed
in this context by Shephard (1994) and Kim et al. (1998) and in other contexts by
Diebold et al. (1997) and Gerlach et al. (1999). Finally, the particle 2ltering steps can
be used to estimate the likelihood ordinate as summarized by the following steps.
Algorithm 3: Likelihood function of SVt model.
(g)
1. Set t = 1; initialize and obtain a sample of ht−1
(g 6 M ).
(g)
2. For each value of ht−1
sample
(g)

ht(g) ∼N( + (ht−1
− ) + zt−1
;

2

):

3. Estimate the one-step ahead density as
f̂(yt |Ft−1 ; ) =

M
1 
St{yt |xt ; wt2 exp(ht(g) ); }:
M g=1

4. Apply the 2ltering procedure in Algorithm 2 to obtain h1t ; : : : ; hM
t from ht |Ft ; .
5. Increment t to t + 1 and goto Step 2.
6. Return the log likelihood ordinate
log f(y| ) =

n

t=1

log f̂(yt |Ft−1 ; ):

2.3. Marginal likelihood
A central goal of any 2tting exercise is the comparison of alternative models that
may be conceived for the data at hand. In our context, it is of some importance to
judge if the modeling assumptions, such as the assumption of Student-t distributions,
level e<ects or other features are in fact supported by the data. In the Bayesian context,
such model comparisons may be done by computing the model marginal likelihood for
each model that is proposed and 2t to the data. The marginal likelihood is de2ned as
the integral of the likelihood function with respect to the prior density and this quantity
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can be computed by the approach of Chib (1995) which requires little more than the
likelihood and posterior ordinates, both estimated at a single high density point ∗ .
Let denote the parameters of a given generalized stochastic volatility model with
likelihood function f(y| ) and prior density ( ), where the likelihood function is
computed using the particle 2ltering algorithm given above. Then, the Chib method
exploits the fact that the marginal likelihood can be written as
f(y| ) ( )
;
m(y) =
( |y)
where each term on the right-hand side appears with its normalizing constant. This
expression, which is called the basic marginal likelihood identity, can be evaluated at
any appropriately selected high density point ∗ (say). If ( ∗ |y) is an estimate of the
posterior ordinate at ∗ , then the marginal likelihood on the log scale can be estimated
as
ln m(y) = ln f(y|

∗

) + ln (

∗

) − ln ˆ(

∗

|y);

(10)

where ln f(y| ∗ ) is found by the particle 2lter method while ln ( ∗ ) is available
directly.
To estimate the posterior ordinate, we decompose the posterior ordinate as
(

∗

|y) = (∗ |y) (, ∗ |y; ∗ ) (∗ |y; ∗ ; , ∗ )

(11)

and estimate each ordinate in turn. First, to estimate (∗ |y) we apply the method
of kernel smoothing (in one dimension) to the draws (g) from the full MCMC run.
Next, to estimate the reduced conditional ordinate (, ∗ |y; ∗ ) we adopt the method of
Chib and Jeliazkov (2001). If we let (,; , ∗ |y; s; ) denote the probability of move in
the Metropolis–Hastings step given above and q(,|y; s; ) the multivariate-t proposal
density, then it can be shown that

(,; , ∗ |y; ∗ ; ; s)q(,; , ∗ |y; ∗ ; ; s) (,; ; s|y) d, d ds
∗
∗
:
(, |y;  ) = 
(, ∗ ; ,|y; ∗ ; ; s)q(, ∗ ; ,|y; ∗ ; ; s) (; s|y; ∗ ; , ∗ ) d, d ds
(12)
To estimate each of the integrals we can proceed as follows. For the numerator 2x 
at ∗ and continue the MCMC simulations for M cycles sampling all parameters and
state variables except . This is referred to as a “reduced run” because one parameter
is 2xed in the sampling. For the denominator 2x  at ∗ and additionally , at , ∗ and
conduct a second reduced run sampling all parameters and state variables except  and
,. In this reduced run, we also draw
, ( j) ∼ q(,|y; ( j) ; s( j) );

j6M

from the multivariate-t proposal density. Given these draws, the reduced ordinate is
estimated as
M
M −1 g=1 (, (g) ; , ∗ |y; ∗ ; (g) ; s(g) )q(, (g) ; , ∗ |y; ∗ ; (g) ; s(g) )
∗
∗
:
ˆ(, |y;  ) =
M
M −1 j=1 (, ∗ ; , ( j) |y; ∗ ; (j) ; s( j) )
(13)
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Table 2
Je<reys’ Bayes factor scale with Bjk denoting the Bayes factor for model j versus model k
Bjk

Evidence against model k

1–3.2
3.2–10
10 –100
¿ 100

Not worth more than a bare mention
Substantial
Strong
Decisive

Finally, to estimate (∗ |y; , ∗ ; ∗ ), kernel smoothing is applied to the {} draws from
the reduced run that was used to produce the draws in the denominator of (13).
The sum of the log of these conditional posterior ordinates provides an estimate of
log ( ∗ |y).
Given the marginal likelihood estimate for each competing model, we can 2nd the
Bayes factor for pairs of competing models. The strength of evidence in favor of
model j versus model k is evaluated according to the Bayes factor scale in Table 2,
2rst proposed by Je<reys (1961). Bayes factors are the appropriate quantities for comparing models when the prior odds on the models are one, which we have assumed. Under the latter assumption the Bayes factor and the posterior odds are
equal.
3. SVt plus jumps model
We now turn to an analysis of the SVJt model given in (2) and (3). We show how
the methods described in the previous section can be adapted for this setting. Recall
that the model is speci2ed as
yt = xt  + kt qt + wt exp(ht =2)ut ;
ht =

+ zt  + (ht−1 − ) +

t;

t 6 n;

(14)

where qt is a Bernoulli random variable that takes the value 1 with probability  and
the value 0 with probability 1 −  and the jump size kt is distributed as log(1 + kt ) ∼
N(−0:52 ; 2 ).
To deal with this model, it is necessary to think about suitable prior distributions on
the probability  and the size of the jump . In practice, at least when yt represents a
return on a 2nancial asset measured daily (say), it may be expected that a jump will
occur once every few months (say 100 days) in which case the implied value of  is
about 10−2 . This belief about  can be built into the prior distribution. A similar type of
reasoning is required to 2x the likely values of . In the analysis below we shall assume
that our prior information about these two parameters is embodied by a Beta(|u0 ; n0 )
density and that on  by a log-normal LN(|0 ; 30 ) density where the hyperparameters
(u0 ; n0 ; 0 ; 30 ) are speci2ed depending on the context. For the remaining parameters
in the model, we can assume that our prior information is represented by the same
distributional forms given in the previous section.
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Another point to note is that we reparameterize kt by letting
t

≡ log(1 + kt )

in which case the term kt qt in the observation equation of the model becomes (exp( t )−
1)qt . In the situations, where kt is small (as in 2nancial applications where return is
measured in decimals, not percentages), exp( t ) may be approximated quite closely by
1 + t , implying that the kt qt term can be expressed as t qt . This reparameterization
proves quite important in our MCMC analysis of this model because when we sample
 we can do this marginalized over t . This is possible because the density of yt
marginalized over t is
yt |ht ; qt ; t ; ;  ∼ N(xt  − 0:52 qt ; 2 qt2 +

2
t );

where
2
t

= wt2 exp(ht )t−1 :

3.1. Prior–Posterior analysis
With the prior information and the reparameterization on hand, the goal of the analysis is to summarize the augmented posterior density (h; {qt }; { t }; ; ; |y) which, up
to a constant of proportionality, is given by the product of the prior on the parameters
( ) () () and the function
n

St(yt |xt  + kt qt ; wt2 exp(ht ); )N(ht | + zt  + (ht−1 − ); )
t=1

Ber(qt |)N( t | − 0:52 ; 2 ):
To sample this rather high-dimensional distribution, it is necessary to set up the MCMC
sampler in an e9cient way. The general idea is to again use an approximating model
which conditioned on (; {t }; { t }; qt ) allows us to write the jump model as
yt∗ =  log(wt2 ) + ht + zt ;
ht =

+ zt  + (ht−1 − ) +

(15)
t;

(16)

where now
yt∗ = log(yt − xt  − (exp( t ) − 1)qt )2 + log t
and the distribution of zt =log t2 is approximated as before by a seven-component mixture of normals. This means that we can sample ({st }; [,; {ht }]) where , = ( ; ; ; ; )
in exactly the same manner as in the non-jump model (with the new de2nition of yt∗ ).
In the remaining steps we sample  in one block, [; {qt }; {t }] in another block and
2nally (; { t }) and  in two separate blocks. Formally, our MCMC strategy is based
around the six blocks (; {st }; [,; {ht }]; [; {qt }; {t }]; [; { t }] and ). This blocking
strategy is vital for producing a well-behaved sampler. We now give a general description of the entire algorithm.
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Algorithm 4: MCMC algorithm for the SVJt model.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Initialize ; {qt }; {t }; { t };  and {ht }.
Sample  from |y; {ht }; ; {qt }; {t }; .
Sample {st } independently from st |yt∗ ; ht ; .
Sample , and {ht } from ,; {ht }|y; {st }; {qt }; {t }; ; { t } by drawing

(a) , from ,|y∗ ; {st } and
(b) ht from {ht }|y∗ ; {st }; ,.
5. Sample ; {qt }; {t }|y; {ht }; ; ; { t } by drawing
(a)  from |y; {ht }; ; ; {qt }; { t };
(b) qt from {qt }|y; {ht }; ; ; ;  and
(c) t from {t }|y; {ht }; ; ; {qt }; { t }; .
6. Sample ; { t }|y; {ht }; ; ; {qt }; {t };  by drawing
(a)  from |y; {ht }; ; ; {t }; ; {qt }
(b) t from { t }|y; {ht }; ; ; {t }; ; {qt }; .
7. Sample |{qt }.
8. Goto 2.
Full details are given in Appendix A.
3.2. Filtering and likelihood estimation
We now discuss how the 2ltering and likelihood=marginal likelihood computations
can be extended to the jump model beginning with the computations for the 2ltering
of {ht }. It turns out that the computations are similar to those for the non-jump model
except for the addition of a step in which the { t } are generated from their prior
normal distribution. An important point is that since qt is a Bernoulli random variable
we marginalize it out of the observation equation, conditioned on (ht ; t ; ), and work
with the density
f(yt |ht ;

t;

)=

1

q=0

q (1 − )1−q St(yt |xt  + (exp( t ) − 1)q; wt2 exp(ht ); ) (17)

in the 2ltering step.
Algorithm 5: Auxiliary particle lter for SVJt model.
ˆ ∗j = 0; calculate
1. Given {h1t−1 ; : : : ; hM
t
t−1 } from (ht−1 |Ft−1 ; ) set
∗j

ĥt =


+ (hjt−1 − ) + zt−1
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and
∗j

wj = St(yt |xt ; wt2 exp(ĥt ); );

j = 1; : : : ; M

and sample R times the integers 1; 2; : : : ; M with probability proportional to {wj }.
Let the sampled indexes be k1 ; : : : ; kR and associate these with
∗k1
∗kR
∗k1
∗kR
{ĥt ; ˆ t }; : : : ; {ĥt ; ˆ t }:

2. For each kj from Step 1 simulate
k

j

h∗j
t ∼ N( + (ht−1 − ) + zt−1 ;

t

∗j

2

2

∼ N(−0:5 ;  );

2

);

j 6 R:

∗1
∗R
∗R
3. Resample (h∗1
t ; t ); : : : ; (ht ; t ) M times with probabilities proportional to
1
q
1−q
St(yt |xt  + (exp( t∗j ) − 1)q; wt2 exp(h∗j
t ); )
q=0  (1 − )
; j 6 R:
∗k
j
2
St(yt |xt ; wt exp(ĥt ); )

Discard the { tj } to leave {h1t ; : : : ; hM
t } from (ht |Ft ; ).
Given the above procedure for 2ltering {ht } it becomes
possible to estimate the
n
likelihood ordinate by the decomposition f(y| ) = t=1 f(yt |Ft−1 ; ) where now
f(yt |Ft−1 ; ) is the integral of the density in (17) with respect to the distribution of
(ht ; t ) given (Ft−1 ; ). This integration is achieved by a simple Monte Carlo average
over the draws based on the particle 2lter. We summarize the steps as follows.
Algorithm 6: Likelihood function of the SVJt model.
(g)
1. Set t = 1 and obtain a sample of ht−1
(g 6 M ).
(g)
2. For each ht−1 sample
(g)
−
ht(g) ∼ N( + (ht−1
(g)
t

∗


) + zt−1
;

2

)

∼ N(−0:52 ; 2 )

3. Estimate the one-step ahead density as
f̂(yt |Ft−1 ; ) =

M 
1
1 
(q (1 − )1−q St yt |xt 
M g=1 q=0

+ (exp(

(g)
t )

− 1)q; wt2 exp(ht(g) ); )

(M )
from ht |M; Ft ; .
4. Apply the 2ltering procedure in Algorithm 5 to obtain h(1)
t ; : : : ; ht
5. Increment t to t + 1 and goto Step 2.
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6. Return the log likelihood ordinate
log f(y| ) =

n

t=1

log f̂(yt |Ft−1 ; ):

3.3. Marginal likelihood calculation
As we have done for the SVt model, we discuss how the marginal likelihood of the
jump model can be computed by the Chib method. Let ∗ ≡ (; , ∗ ; ∗ ; ∗ ; ∗ ) denote
a particular high density point, where , = ( ; ; ; ; ), then the marginal likelihood is
computed by the expression
log m(y) = log f̂(y|

∗

) + log (

∗

) − log ˆ(

∗

|y);

where ˆ( ∗ |y) is an estimate of the posterior density at ∗ and f̂(y|
of the likelihood function computed using the particle 2lter.
To compute the posterior ordinate, we write
(

∗

(18)
∗

) is the estimate

) = (∗ |y) (, ∗ |y; ∗ ) (∗ |y; ∗ ; , ∗ ) (∗ |∗ ; , ∗ ; ∗ ) (∗ |y; ∗ ; , ∗ ; ∗ ; ∗ )
(19)

and utilize the method of kernel smoothing to the draws (g) from the full MCMC run
to estimate the univariate ordinate (∗ |y). To estimate (, ∗ |y; ∗ ) we note from Chib
and Jeliazkov (2001) that the ordinate can be expressed as
(, ∗ |y; ∗ )

(,; , ∗ |y∗ ; {st })q(,; , ∗ |y∗ ; {st }) d (,; {st }; {qt }; {t }; ; { t }|y; ∗ )
(20)
=
(, ∗ ; ,|y∗ ; {st }) dq(, ∗ ; ,|y∗ ; {st }) d ({st }; {qt }; {t }; ; { t }|y; ∗ )
where the M–H probability of move (,; , ∗ |y∗ ; {st }) and proposal density q(,; , ∗ |y∗ ;
{st }) are de2ned in Appendix A. To estimate each of the integrals we can proceed
as follows. For the numerator 2x  at ∗ and continue the MCMC simulations for M
cycles sampling all the state variables and parameters except . The draws obtained
from this run are used to average the product (,; , ∗ |y∗ ; {st })q(,; , ∗ |y∗ ; {st }). For the
denominator, 2x  at ∗ , , at , ∗ and conduct a second reduced run for M cycles sampling all the state variables and parameters except  and ,. Given the sampled draw on
y∗ ; {st } in this reduced run, we also draw , from the proposal density q(, ∗ ; ,|y∗ ; {st }).
The draws from this run are used to average the function (, ∗ ; ,|y∗ ; {st }). The ratio
of these averages is the estimate of (, ∗ |y; ∗ ).
Next, an estimate of (∗ |y; , ∗ ; ∗ ) is done by applying kernel smoothing (in one
dimension) to the draws from the reduced run used to estimate the denominator in
the preceding paragraph. The ordinate (∗ |y; ∗ ; , ∗ ; ∗ ; ∗ ) is also estimated by kernel
smoothing but this time to draws on  obtained from a third reduced run in which the
parameters (; ,; ) are 2xed at the starred values. A 2nal reduced run is conducted
with (; ,; ; ) all 2xed and the draws on  from this run are used to estimate the last
ordinate by kernel smoothing.
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4. Examples
In this section, we present empirical results based on both simulated and real datasets.
The purpose of these examples is to illustrate the e9cacy of the algorithm along several
dimensions. First, we measure the observed serial correlation in the sampled output.
This is summarized by the ine9ciency factors of the estimation of the posterior mean.
Recall the ine+ciency factor is de2ned as


∞

1+2
6(k) ;
k=1

where 6(k) is the autocorrelation at lag k for the parameter of interest. In Geweke
(1992), the quantity numerical e+ciency is used which is the inverse of the ine9ciency factor. In practice, the higher order terms in this in2nite sum are downweighted
according to a window-based estimator. The ine9ciency factor is a useful quantity that
may be interpreted as the ratio of the numerical variance of the posterior mean from
the MCMC chain to the variance of the posterior mean from hypothetical independent
draws. It serves to quantify the relative loss from using correlated draws, in comparison with hypothetical uncorrelated draws, for computing the posterior mean. Second,
we document the ability of the suggested model comparison criterion in selecting the
correct model. Third, we evaluate the accuracy of the parameter estimates in terms
of how accurately they reproduce the true values. Finally, we conduct a robustness
analysis of the proposed methodology to the choice of the prior distributions and=or
the hyperparameters.
4.1. Example 1: A simulation study
In order to assess the performance of the proposed estimation procedure and model
selection criterion, we 2rst utilize simulated data. In the simulation design, datasets are
generated from the following two models:
• Model SVt: The SV model with t-errors. Student-t errors with eight degrees of freedom in the measurement equation, a constant and the lagged return of the response
variable as covariates in the measurement equation, no covariates in the evolution
equation and no jumps. This is the model in (1) with xt = (1; yt−1 ),  = (a; b),  = 0
and  = 0.
• Model SVJ: The SV model with jumps. Gaussian errors in the measurement equation, same covariates as in SVt, and binomial jumps in the measurement equation.
This is the model in (2) with ut ∼ N(0; 1); xt = (1; yt−1 ),  = (a; b),  = 0 and  = 0.
For each model we simulate 50 data series of 1500 and 3000 observations, respectively. In all cases, the data are simulated using the following values for the volatility
parameters: = −10; = 0:985; = 0:12. When jumps are present, the jumps parameters are  = 0:04;  = 0:02. All these values are meant to be representative of typical
features of high frequency 2nancial series, as described below in the application to
stock market data.
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Four models are 2t to these datasets: SV0 , SVt, SVJ and SVJt, where the SV0 and
SVJt models are speci2ed as follows:
• Model SV0 : The Basic SV model. Gaussian errors in the measurement equation,
same covariates as in SVt, no jumps in either equation.
• Model SVJt: The SV model with t-errors and jumps. Same as SVt but with jumps
in the measurement equation.
Thus, for each true model and sample size four models are each 2t 50 times. In the
estimation, the following prior distributions are used:
 ∼ N2 (0; 0:2I2 );
∼ N(−8; 25);
∗

∼ Beta(20; 1:5);

log( ) ∼ N(−2:49; 0:73);
 ∼ U[2; 128];
log() ∼ N(−3:07; 0:149);
 ∼ Beta(2; 100);
where ∗ ≡ ( + 1)=2. The normal priors on the transformed parameters log( ) and
log() imply log-normal prior distributions for the actual parameters with the following
means and standard deviations: : 0:2; 0:125,  : 0:05; 0:02. The hyperparameters in the
prior of  imply a mean of 0:0196 and a standard deviation of 0:0136. The marginal
likelihood for each model and each simulated data set is based on G = 6000 full Gibbs
iterations of which 5000 are collected. They are followed by reduced runs of 5000
iterations each. In calculating the likelihood ordinate, the particle 2lter algorithm is
based on M = 20; 000 and R = 200; 000.
On a Pentium III 700 MHz laptop running Windows 2000, 5000 Gibbs loops in the
3000 observation data set require ¡ 20 min for the SV0 model, about 25 min for the
SVJ model and 40 min for the SVJt model. These 2gures and the constant advances in
computing power make the proposed simulation approach fully practical for even very
large datasets.
Tables 3 and 4 contain summaries of the parameter estimates across simulated samples. Speci2cally, for each true model (SVt and SVJ ) the grand average of the posterior
means and their standard deviation are reported for each parameter. Overall, the accuracy of the adopted MCMC scheme is remarkable for both SVt and SVJ : all parameters
are estimated very precisely and with negligible variations across simulated samples.
Expectedly, the precision of the estimates increases and their dispersion decreases as
the sample size grows. The largest discrepancy is observed for the  parameter. Results
are, nonetheless, fully satisfactory for the smaller samples as well. Given that sample
sizes even larger than those used here are quite common in empirical work, we expect
the proposed method to be very reliable in terms of estimation accuracy.
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Table 3
Summary output for 50 replications from simulated and 2tted SVt models∗
Truth: SVt
Estimated: SVt
a
b



0.0005
0.1500
−10:00
0.9850
0.1200
8.00

Prior

Properties of posterior means

Mean

SD

T = 1500
Mean

SD

T = 3000
Mean

SD

0.00
0.00
−8:00
0.86
0.20
65.00

0.20
0.20
5.00
0.10
0.13
36.37

0.0005
0.1470
−10:00
0.9760
0.1446
9.6648

0.0002
0.0244
0.2304
0.0117
0.0240
4.4184

0.0005
0.1502
−9:9727
0.9812
0.1299
8.8129

0.0001
0.0165
0.2720
0.0055
0.0211
1.3155

∗ Reported are the sample mean and standard deviation of the posterior mean estimates across 50 samples.
Based on 6000 Gibbs draws, discarding the 2rst 1000.

Table 4
Summary output for 50 replications from the SVJ model and the SVJt model is 2tted∗
Truth: SVJ
Estimated: SVJt
a
b





0.0005
0.1000
−10:00
0.9850
0.1200
0.0400
0.0200
64.00

Prior

Properties of posterior means

Mean

SD

T = 1500
Mean

SD

T = 3000
Mean

SD

0.00
0.00
−8:00
0.86
0.20
0.05
0.02
65.00

0.40
0.40
5.00
0.10
0.13
0.02
0.02
36.37

0.0005
0.0974
−10:09
0.9781
0.1186
0.0431
0.0192
67.212

0.0002
0.0197
0.2051
0.0119
0.0252
0.0053
0.0050
10.501

0.0005
0.0998
−10:04
0.9839
0.1087
0.0422
0.0191
68.810

0.0001
0.0164
0.1690
0.0058
0.0125
0.0046
0.0038
12.684

∗ Reported are the mean and standard deviation of the posterior mean estimates across 50 samples. Based
on 6000 Gibbs draws, discarding the 2rst 1000.

Next, we assess the validity of the proposed model selection criterion. Tables 5 and
6 report the results of our model comparisons. When the data are simulated from SVt
(Table 6) and the sample size is 1500, the Bayes factor selects the correct model 98%
of the times against SV0 , 90% of the times against SVJ and 82% against SVJt. In most
cases, the evidence is either substantial or decisive. With the larger sample size of
3000 observations, the performance of the model selection criterion improves further:
SVt comes out on top of both SV0 and SVJ in all instances and in 96% of the cases
is preferred to SVJt. It is important to notice that the marginal likelihood criterion is
able to support the more parsimonious true model.
Next consider the case where the data are simulated from the jump model with
Gaussian errors. Our results are summarized in Table 6. In this case, the SVJ model is
always picked over the SV0 model, and picked over the SVt model at least 98% of the
times. These 2ndings are robust across sample sizes. The results are mixed, however,
in the comparison between SVJ and SVJt. The posterior odds favor SVJ in about
half of the samples (44% with T = 1500, 54% with T = 3000). In general, these two
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Table 5
Frequency distribution (percentage) of Bayes factors across 50 simulated replications
True model: SVt
1–3.2

3.2–10

10 –100

¿ 100

Total ¿ 1

(T = 1500)
SVt=SV0
SVt=SVJ
SVt=SVJt

4
10
24

2
16
22

28
42
34

64
22
2

98
90
82

(T = 3000)
SVt=SV0
SVt=SVJ
SVt=SVJt

0
0
16

0
0
16

2
18
46

98
82
18

100
100
96

Table 6
Frequency distribution (percentage) of Bayes factors across 50 simulated replications
True model: SVJ
1–3.2

3.2–10

(T = 1500)
SVJ=SV0
SVJ=SVt
SVJ=SVJt

0
0
14

0
0
10

(T = 3000)
SVJ=SV0
SVJ=SVt
SVJ=SVJt

0
0
12

0
0
6

10 –100

¿ 100

Total ¿ 1

0
2
6

100
98
14

100
100
44

2
2
18

98
98
18

100
100
54

models are relatively di9cult to tell apart unless there are many jumps or the sample
size is very large. Further discussion of this issue is provided below.
4.2. Example 2: Stock market data
In this section, we consider applications of the proposed method to a dataset that has
been extensively analyzed in the 2nance literature. The data series for this study comes
from the Center for Research on Security Prices (CRSP) 2les and consists of daily
continuously compounded returns, yt , in decimals, on the S&P 500 index (computed
without considering dividends) from July 3, 1962 through August 26, 1997, for a total
of 8849 observations. The model speci2cation adopted here is given by
yt = xt  + kt qt + exp(ht =2)ut ;
ht =

+ (ht−1 − ) +

t;

where xt = (1; yt−1 ) and  = (a; b). Within this setup, four models are 2t to the data:
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• Model SV0 : Basic SV Model with Gaussian errors in both equations and no jumps;
• Model SVt: SV Model with Student t-errors with unknown degrees of freedom parameter  in the measurement equation and no jumps;
• Model SVJ: SV Model with Gaussian errors and jumps in the measurement equation;
• Model SVJt: SV Model with both Student t-errors with unknown degrees of freedom
parameter  and jumps in the measurement equation.
Notice that in all these models there is no level e<ect: the volatility does not depend
on the magnitude of the observable variable and the  parameter is accordingly set to
zero. Nardari (1999) focuses on applications to interest rates dynamics where the level
e<ect is present for theoretical and empirical reasons.
4.2.1. Prior distributions
Before turning to the data analysis, we complete the model by specifying the parabreak meters of the prior distributions given in Sections 2.1 and 3. For
we choose
the values (1) =20 and (2) =1:5 which implies that our prior guess of is 0:86. This
reMects the high degree of persistence in volatility commonly found in high frequency
2nancial series where it is quite common to 2nd estimates of between 0:95 and 0:99
for weekly and=or daily data. For we set a mean of 0:20 and a standard deviation of
0:125. These parameters also accommodate values typically reported in the empirical
studies of daily return series.
In the jumpmodel, we assume that the jump size kt has mean of zero and a standard
deviation of (exp(2 ) − 1). As the  parameter is directly related to the variability
of jump sizes, we choose the log-normal prior with mean 0:05 and standard deviation
of 0:02, so that jumps are mostly expected to fall in the ±10% range. For daily equity index returns, this appears to be a fairly adequate characterization. For the jump
intensity, , we let u0 = 2 and n0 = 100: these parameters represent an average jump
probability of 1:97% per day, with a standard deviation of 1:36%. In other words, the
prior assumes that jumps are expected to occur about 50 trading days apart. The magnitude of the standard deviation relatively to the mean allows, however, for signi2cantly
di<erent jump intensities.
For the and  parameters we assume independent normal priors with means and
standard deviations that are reported in Tables 7 and 8. Finally, for the degrees of
freedom  we assume that the prior is uniform over the range (2; 128). These are
reasonable priors as they impose some structure but are not particularly informative.
As such, they are not expected to a<ect the posterior analysis in any substantive way.
Nonetheless, in order to assess the impact of the priors on the posterior inference,
we run several experiments in Section 4.2.4 below with alternative prior distributions
and=or hyperparameters.
4.2.2. Results
Tables 7 and 8 report posterior quantities and ine9ciency factors for the four models
described above. The posterior quantiles are computed from 5000 draws of the MCMC
algorithm, collected after an initial burn-in period of 1000 iterations. In order to estimate
the posterior ordinates in Eqs. (10) and (18) the full Gibbs run is followed by reduced
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Table 7
Summary output for the S&P 500 data using the SV0 and SVt models∗

Prior

a
b



SV0 model

SVt model

Posterior

Posterior

Mean

SD

Mean

Lower

Upper

INEF

Mean

Lower

Upper

INEF

0.00
0.00
−10:00
0.86
0.20
65.00

0.20
0.20
5.00
0.10
0.13
36.37

0.0004
0.1466
−9:9478
0.9846
0.1459

0.0003
0.1251
−10:1573
0.9787
0.1253

0.0006
0.1689
−9:7427
0.9897
0.1671

1.60
1.38
1.62
5.75
9.86

0.0004
0.1381
−10:0879
0.9903
0.1105
12.528

0.0003
0.1167
−10:3453
0.9858
0.0930
9.7057

0.0005
0.1592
−9:8400
0.9942
0.1304
16.599

1.56
1.71
2.21
5.39
9.99
14.78

∗ “Lower” and “Upper” denote the 2.5th percentile and the 97.5th percentile, respectively, and INEF
denotes the ine9ciency factor. Based on 6000 draws, discarding 2rst 1000.

Table 8
Summary output for the S&P 500 data using the SVJ and SVJt models∗

Prior
Mean
a
b

0.00
0.00
−10:00
0.86
0.20

0.05

0.02

65.00

SVJ model

SVJt model

Posterior

Posterior

SD

Mean

Lower

Upper

INEF

Mean

Lower

Upper

INEF

0.20
0.20
5.00
0.10
0.13
0.02
0.01
36.37

0.0004
0.1448
−9:9603
0.9886
0.1213
0.0393
0.0037

0.0003
0.1238
−10:1910
0.9839
0.1045
0.0195
0.0012

0.0006
0.1659
−9:7212
0.9927
0.1397
0.0722
0.0087

1.55
1.43
1.72
4.60
9.57
22.49
16.77

0.0004
0.1391
−10:0676
0.9906
0.1087
0.0344
0.0019
15.3828

0.0003
0.1182
−10:3272
0.9863
0.0921
0.0182
0.0004
10.9116

0.0005
0.1599
−9:7920
0.9943
0.1267
0.0642
0.0047
23.1821

1.54
1.69
2.35
6.23
11.63
7.01
13.37
13.68

∗ “Lower” and “Upper” denote the 2.5th percentile and the 97.5th percentile, respectively, and INEF
denotes the ine9ciency factor. Based on 6000 draws, discarding the 2rst 1000.

runs of 5000 draws each. The likelihood function which is in an input into the marginal
likelihood computation is computed using the particle 2lter with parameters M =20; 000
and R = 200; 000.
The magnitudes of the ine9ciency factors clearly indicate that the simulation procedure implemented here is e9cient for all models considered: the ine9ciency factors are
below ten for the Basic SV Models and below 15 for the SVt and SVJt models. Only
the ine9ciency measure for the  parameter in the SVJ model is above 20. It should
be noticed that in their original contribution, Kim et al. (1998) report ine9ciency factor
between 10 and 15 for the Basic SV model.
A key point is that the low ine9ciency factors are possible from our method because
of Steps 2 and 5 of Algorithm 1 and Steps 4, 5 and 6 of Algorithm 4. If, instead, the
latent variables are not integrated out the loss of e9ciency is dramatic. In particular,
ine9ciency factors for  and  reach values close to 100, while the ine9ciency measure
for  not marginalized over {t } surpasses 50. The tables with the ine9ciency factors
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Table 9
Model selection criteria for the S&P 500 index return∗
Model

SVt

SVJ

SVJt

SV0
SVt
SVJt

10.75
—
—

5.18
−5:57
—

9.76
−0:99
4.58

∗ The

entries in the table are Log (base 10) of Bayes factors for row model against column model (see
text for a de2nition of the four models).

for these suboptimal cases are not reported. We would like to emphasize that these
low ine9ciency factors are obtained both by the blocking schemes that we have used
and the careful tailoring the proposal density in the M–H steps to the target densities.
The numerical optimization used to 2nd the location and spread of the proposal density
appears to be crucial in this context, especially for the  and  parameters. Extensive
experimentation shows that, without such careful implementation of the M–H algorithm,
the ine9ciency factors are much higher.
In summary, our results based on accurate tailoring and marginalization suggest
that a few thousands sweeps of the Gibbs sampler should be adequate in generating
representative samples from the posterior distributions of interest. In the next subsection
further evidence will be provided in order to reinforce this conclusion.
Next, we turn our attention to the posterior distributions of the parameters and to
formal model comparison using the marginal likelihood=Bayes factor criterion. The drift
parameters, a and b, in the mean equation are tightly estimated and virtually identical
across models. They are consistent with the well-known autocorrelation patterns in
daily (or weekly) S&P 500 returns.
The distributions of the volatility parameters, ( ; ; ) are also concentrated around
their means. The values of close to one con2rm a strong daily volatility persistence, in
accordance with typical estimates reported in the literature. Notice that such persistence
increases slightly as the fat-tailed error distribution is introduced in the mean equation
( = 0:9902 and 0:9906 for the SVt and SVJt models, respectively). More importantly,
allowing for Student-t distributed errors greatly enhances the performance of the model.
The strength of evidence in favor of a model is based on the Je<reys’ scale given in
Section 2.3. The Bayes factor of SVt versus SV0 in Table 9 is 14.22 on the log 10
scale and this indicates decisive evidence in favor of the SVt model. In the SVt model,
the distribution of the degrees of freedom parameter  is centered around 12.5 with a
standard deviation of 1.8. These values con2rm that the assumption of conditionally
Gaussian errors is untenable for S&P daily data.
Interestingly, our estimate of  is higher than those previously reported in studies
using the S&P 500 series. For example, Sandmann and Koopman (1998) report  = 7:6
whereas Jacquier et al. (1999) compute a posterior mean around 11. Both articles,
however, utilize data spanning a shorter time period (1980 –1987). When we reestimate
the SVt model over the same sample period as these studies the posterior mean of 
drops to 8.9. It is possible that extreme and rare events like the market crash of October
1987 a<ect inference about this parameter.
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Consider now the SV model with Gaussian errors and jumps (SVJ). First, this
model also provides a much more accurate description of the data than the Basic SV
Model. The Bayes factor in Table 3 (SVJ versus SV0 ) is 8.66 on the log 10 scale
showing decisive evidence in favor of the SVJ model. Second, having established
the superiority of this model, the posterior distributions of the jump parameters are
of particular interest. This is especially true given the limited and=or fairly recent
empirical evidence available in the literature. In general, from an option pricing and
risk management perspective it is of relevance to learn about the probability that a
jump occurs over a given time period (or jump intensity) and the magnitude of such
jumps.
One general observation is that the estimates of the jump parameters with real data
are not as precise as those found for other parameters, as can be seen by looking
at the spread of the posterior distributions of  and . The variability of the jump
size is characterized by the  coe9cient which implies a standard deviation of about
4%. Consequently, under the SVJ speci2cations, daily jumps around 8% (positive and
negative) are not uncommon. Regarding the jump intensity, the posterior distribution
of  shows that the average probability of observing a jump is about 0:37% on a
daily basis. This roughly implies that a jump may occur every 270 trading days in the
sample considered here. The data seem to induce a substantial departure of the jump
probability from its prior distribution.
Notice that the average jump intensity estimated here is signi2cantly lower than
that reported by Andersen et al. (2001): their estimates suggest that jumps occur every
50 – 60 days but those estimates are based on a data set that starts prior 1962. Andersen
et al. (2001) also analyze for the period 1980 –1996. Our re2tted posterior mean over
this period is 0.0178 which is close to their point estimate of 0.0192. In addition,
we have validated the accuracy of our estimation procedure with the simulation study
reported in Section 4.1.
We next compare the SVt and the SVJ models since both appear to be improvements
over the Basic SV model. Both models capture the excess kurtosis in the data that is left
unexplained by the standard Gaussian SV model. It is an empirically relevant question
whether the more extreme realizations are due to the tail behavior of a non-Gaussian
distribution or, instead, to the superimposition of a jump component on a Gaussian
di<usion. The Bayes factor in Table 9 tends to favor the SVt model over SVJ. Thus,
the excess kurtosis in the data seems to be better characterized by a process that allows
for large innovations as opposed to a Gaussian model with a jump component. One
further possibility is that both forces are at work within the same data generating
process. A priori, it could well be that some big swings in S&P 500 returns need to
be characterized as jumps as they are too large even for a Student-t error distribution
with low degrees of freedom. To explore this possibility we compare the SVt model
with the SVJt model, a speci2cation that incorporates both fat-tails and jumps in the
mean equation.
Fig. 1 shows the estimated posterior densities for the degrees of freedom parameter
 using the two models SVt and SVJt. The 2gure shows that in the jump model, the
density of  is shifted to the right, with the mean increasing from around 12 to 15. As
expected, once jumps are permitted, a slightly less fat-tailed error distribution su9ces
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Fig. 1. Estimated posterior densities for  for the SVt and SVJt models.

for capturing the kurtosis in the data. Further, the spread of the  distribution is wider
under the jump model, which suggests that this parameter is harder to estimate in the
presence of jumps.
More formally, looking at the Bayes factors table, SVt is still the better model.
Although the evidence in favor of the SVt model may not appear especially strong,
it is reasonable to conclude that the more involved SVJt parameterization does not
outperform SVt for the dataset at hand. The posterior distributions of the jump intensity,
given in Fig. 2, are consistent with this conclusion. Notice that the posterior mean of
 in SVJt is almost half of what it is in SVJ (0.00195 versus 0.003369) whereas the
standard deviations are much closer (0.00192 versus 0.00114).
Jumps are, in other words, much less frequent since many of the realizations seen
as jumps in the SVJ model are, instead, just considered as tail realizations in the SVt
model. Besides, the high dispersion of the  posterior distribution is perhaps a symptom
of overparameterization or just a consequence of the fact that jumps, if rarely observed,
are di9cult to estimate. For example, in this instance, the posterior mean of  implies
that on average a jump occurs every 500 days. Thus, even with the long data series
analyzed here this means that there are ¡ 20 observations from which we can learn
about the jump process.
Further insights about the di<erences across models can be gained by analyzing the
estimated latent volatility process under each model. The Gibbs sampler produces draws
from the unobservable log-variance process. Exponentiating the draws and taking an
average across iterations yields the smoothed estimate of the instantaneous volatility
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Fig. 2. Estimated posterior densities for  and  for the SVJ and SVJt models.

at each point in time. Figs. 3 and 4 display the di<erences in these estimates for
pairs of model. The volatilities are annualized before computing their di<erences. The
annualized volatility estimates are computed using 252 trading days per year as
t =

G
1 
exp
G g=1

252

ht(g)
2

:

Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the SV0 model and the rest. First, the di<erences
are quite pronounced as they Muctuate between 2% and 5% with a few spikes close
to 10%. The largest gap, over 20%, corresponds to the crash of October 1987. It is
clear that the SV0 model yields higher volatility estimates than the other models. These
di<erences seem to widen in periods of market turbulence. The di<erences are greatest
when the SV0 volatilitiy estimates are compared with those from the SVt and SVJt
models, and smallest when compared with the SVJ model. A general interpretation
is that big movements in returns in the basic Gaussian model are attributed almost
exclusively to sharp changes in the volatility level whereas they are 2ltered di<erently,
either as jumps (SVJ) or as tail realizations (SVt), or both (SVJt), by other models.
As a consequence, the level and the variance of volatility are expected to be higher for
SV0 than for the other models. Indeed, this is the case as one can see quantitatively
from the posterior estimates of
(volatility level) and
(volatility of volatility) in
Tables 7 and 8: the respective distributions are shifted towards lower values as one
moves to models with fat tails and jumps.
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Fig. 3. Smoothed estimate of annualized standard deviation. The table reports the volatility estimates for the
basic SV model (panel (a)) and the di<erence in estimated volatilities between the basic SV model and each
of the extended speci2cations (panels (b) – (d)).

Next, Fig. 4 compares the smoothed volatility sequences from the three extended
models. The estimates from SVJ are almost always higher than for the other two
models with di<erences reaching 2–3% even in periods of relative market tranquility.
Finally, notice that the volatility process extracted from the SVJt is similar to that
estimated from the SVJt model. This provides additional support to the conclusion,
obtained from the marginal likelihood comparison above, that the SVt and SVJt models
are more or less equivalent in this application.
The di<erences in the estimated volatility processes suggests that the models
under consideration should produce di<erent option pricing and hedging
implications.
4.2.3. Robustness check 1: Simulation size
The low ine9ciency factors from the MCMC output suggest that a few thousand
sweeps of our samplers should be adequate for the models and data set considered
here. In this section, we provide additional evidence of this fact. The four models
estimated above on the S&P 500 data are reestimated with a MCMC sample size
of 50; 000. The results are shown in Table 10. For ease of comparison, the table
includes the results discussed above from the 5000 sample size simulation. We see
that for most parameters the posterior mean and standard deviation are unchanged up
to the second or third decimal place. In addition, the marginal likelihood and Bayes
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Fig. 4. Smoothed estimate of annualized standard deviation. The table reports the volatility estimates for the
SV model (panel (a)) and the pairwise di<erence in estimated volatilities between the extended speci2cations
(panels (b) – (d)).

factors estimates from the Chib method, given in the bottom row of Tables 10 and 11,
respectively, do not change in any appreciable way as the simulation sample size is
increased.
4.2.4. Robustness check 2: Prior sensitivity
In this section, we explore the implications of alternative prior distributions on the
posterior estimates and model comparison results reported above. We conducted prior
sensitivity checks on all parameters. In what follows we report the more interesting cases. In particular, we present the robustness of the 2ndings to changes in the
distributional form and in the hyperparameters of , ,  and . First, consider the
prior density for , which has been assumed to be uniform over the range [2; 128]
and the prior for , originally speci2ed as a Beta distribution. We reestimate the
SVt model with two di<erent log-normal distributions on  and a Mat prior on , as
follows:
• Prior 2:  ∼ LN(8; 20), ∼ U(−1; 1);
• Prior 3:  ∼ LN(64; 20),
where LN denotes the log-normal distribution. As for , these two cases are seen as
opposite extremes, pointing decisively towards a very fat-tailed error distribution or
towards a Gaussian model, respectively. The Mat prior on
only imposes stationarity in the volatility process but is otherwise uninformative. The posterior summaries
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Table 10
Posterior summaries obtained using G draws∗
SV0 model

SVt model

SVJ model

SVJt model

G

5000

50,000

5000

50,000

5000

50,000

5000

50,000

a

0.0004
(0.0001)
0.1466
(0.0111)
−9:9478
(0.1056)
0.9846
(0.0028)
0.1459
(0.0105)

0.0004
(0.0001)
0.1464
(0.0110)
−9:9495
(0.1058)
0.9845
(0.0028)
0.1461
(0.0105)

0.0004
(0.0001)
0.1381
(0.0109)
−10:0879
(0.1321)
0.9903
(0.0022)
0.1105
(0.0095)
12.5281
(1.8025)

0.0004
(0.0001)
0.1378
(0.0107)
−10:0934
(0.1304)
0.9903
(0.0021)
0.1106
(0.0093)
12.3692
(1.7858)

0.0004
(0.0001)
0.1448
(0.0107)
−9:9603
(0.1194)
0.9886
(0.0022)
0.1213
(0.0091)

0.0004
(0.0001)
0.1450
(0.0109)
−9:9641
(0.1200)
0.9886
(0.0023)
0.1213
(0.0094)

0.0393
(0.0145)
0.0037
(0.0019)

0.0388
(0.0140)
0.0038
(0.0020)

0.0004
(0.0001)
0.1391
(0.010)
−10:0681
(0.1326)
0.9906
(0.0020)
0.1087
(0.0087)
15.8059
(3.2313)
0.0355
(0.0133)
0.0020
(0.0011)

0.0004
(0.0001)
0.1388
(0.0108)
−10:0728
(0.1323)
0.9906
(0.0020)
0.1086
(0.0089)
15.4746
(3.4512)
0.0355
(0.0135)
0.0019
(0.0012)

84.41

84.33

71.58

70.54

82.14

81.67

b




Marg
Lik
−31; 000

59.65

58.80

∗ Posterior

mean and standard deviation (in parentheses) are reported. Marginal likelihood, minus 31,000,
is reported on the natural log scale.

Table 11
Model selection criteria for the S&P 500 index return∗
G = 5000

SV0
SVt
SVJt

G = 50 000

SVt

SVJ

SVJt

10.75
—
—

5.18
−5:57
—

9.76
−0:99
4.58

SV0
SVt
SVJt

SVt

SVJ

SVJt

11.95
—
—

5.10
−6:86
—

9.93
−2:02
4.83

∗ Results

are based on di<erent simulation sizes. G denotes the number of Gibbs draws. The entries in the
table are Log (base 10) of Bayes factors for row model against column model (see text for a de2nition of
the four models).

corresponding to these di<erent prior choices are reported in Table 12. A comparison
with the results in Table 7 shows that Prior 2 yields a posterior distribution that is
essentially unchanged. The Mat prior on
appears to have no e<ect on the posterior
inference. The posterior mean of  is still around 12:5 and the likelihood and posterior
ordinates are close across priors. Only when the prior for  is concentrated on large
values of  does the posterior distribution get shifted to the right, with the posterior
mean increasing to about 20.
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Table 12
Sensitivity to the prior∗
SVt model

a
b




SVJ model

Prior 2

Prior 3

Prior 4

Prior 5

Prior 6

Prior 7

0.0004
(0.0001)
0.1378
(0.0106)
−10:0910
(0.1211)
0.9905
(0.0021)
0.1101
(0.0085)
12.6145
(1.7007)

0.0004
(0.0001)
0.1408
(0.0108)
−10:0317
(0.1219)
0.9885
(0.0024)
0.1222
(0.0100)
21.7873
(5.0180)

0.0004
(0.0001)
0.1444
(0.0109)
−9:9632
(0.1173)
0.9885
(0.0022)
0.1217
(0.0093)

0.0004
(0.0001)
0.1447
(0.0106)
−9:9654
(0.1215)
0.9886
(0.0023)
0.1215
(0.0093)

0.0383
(0.0143)
0.0039
(0.0020)

0.0390
(0.0142)
0.0038
(0.0022)

0.0004
(0.0001)
0.1388
(0.0107)
−10:0700
(0.1323)
0.9906
(0.0021)
0.1087
(0.0089)
15.5117
(3.0063)
0.0346
(0.0139)
0.0022
(0.0014)

0.0004
(0.0001)
0.1425
(0.0108)
−10:0100
(0.1271)
0.9895
(0.0022)
0.1165
(0.0095)
39.2705
(12.8780)
0.0341
(0.0140)
0.0033
(0.0019)

31109.36
31083.51

31105.37
31076.15

31098.68
31070.01

31097.14
31070.99

31113.15
31081.85

31105.26
31075.37


Log Lik
Marg Lik

SVJt model

∗ The characteristics of each prior are described in the main text. The posterior mean and standard deviation
(in parentheses) are reported. The log likelihood ordinate is computed at the parameter posterior means and
reported.

As for the e<ect of these priors on the marginal likelihood, what matters is its e<ect
on the ranking of the models. On this ground, the ranking between the SVt and SVJ
models is unchanged. Even in the case of Prior 3, the Bayes factor in favor of the
SVt model is ¿ 100. Notice that Prior 3 implies a Gaussian model without jumps:
nonetheless, the data continue to indicate a preference for the SVt relative to the SVJ
model.
Next, we turn our attention to the prior distribution for , the jump intensity parameter. Previously the prior mean was set at 0:02 implying a 2% average probability
of a jump per day. With this prior, the SVJ model clearly outperforms the Basic SV
model but it falls short against the SVt model. Table 12 also displays the results for
the following priors on :
• Prior 4:  ∼ Beta, mean = 0:0385, standard deviation = 0:0264;
• Prior 5:  ∼ Beta, mean = 0:0909, standard deviation = 0:0600.
In both cases, the prior on  is the same as in the previous section. Notice that Prior
4 predicts an average probability of a jump every 25 –26 days, whereas Prior 5 implies
an average probability of a jump every 11 days. The posterior estimates, however, still
point towards a much lower jump frequency. In fact, the posterior moments are largely
the same under the di<erent prior speci2cations, as shown in Table 12. The posterior
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mean of  is slightly below 0:4% indicating that jumps arrive, on average, at the rate
of one per year. In addition, the marginal likelihoods are stable as one varies the prior
on the jump intensity. The marginal likelihoods in Table 12 con2rm that, for a variety
of prior choices, the SVt model outperforms SVJ for the S&P 500 return series.
Finally, we want to assess the impact of changes in both the prior on  and the
prior on  in the SVJt model. We report results for two alternative sets of priors:
• Prior 6:  ∼ U[2; 128],  ∼ Beta(2; 20);
• Prior 7:  ∼ LN(64; 20),  ∼ Beta(2; 20):
The posterior summaries for SVJt corresponding to these prior choices are shown
in Table 12. Once again, the prior of  does not materially a<ect the posterior or
the model marginal likelihood. On the other hand, under Prior 7, where the prior for
 is concentrated on large values, the posterior mean of  moves up to around 40
and its marginal posterior distribution becomes more dispersed. The jump intensity is
almost twice as high. Both the likelihood ordinate and the marginal likelihood drop
substantially which indicates that the SVJt model estimated with Prior 7 is not an
especially adequate description of the data. Finally, the rankings of the models is not
altered.

5. Concluding remarks
This paper has considered a class of generalized stochastic volatility models de2ned
by heavy tails, a level e<ect on the volatility and covariate e<ects in the observation and
evolution equations and a jump component in the observation equation. Two fast and
e9cient MCMC 2tting algorithms have been developed for such models. The discussion
has also considered the estimation of the volatility process and the comparison of
alternative models via the marginal likelihood=Bayes factor criterion. The methodology
is extensively tested and validated on simulated data and then applied in detail to real
data where several models are 2t and compared under di<erent realistic priors on the
parameters. Taken together the framework and results will be important for the practical
analysis of high frequency data.
The analysis can be extended in a number of directions. First, one can consider
generalized SV models in which the parameters are allowed to switch amongst a given
number of states according to a hidden Markov process. The basic SV model under
this assumption has been considered recently by So et al. (1998). The MCMC implementation follows from the procedures developed in Albert and Chib (1993) and
Chib (1996). Second, one can 2t continuous time analogues of the model discussed
in this paper (Andersen and Lund, 1997; Gallant and Tauchen, 1998; Gallant et al.,
1998). Such extensions can be handled in the MCMC context by amalgamating the
approach of this paper with that of Elerian et al. (2001) or Eraker (2001). Another
possible extension is to the generalized models of multivariate stochastic volatility of
the type recently investigated in detail by Pitt and Shephard (1999b) and subsequently
by Aguilar and West (2000). This extension is taken up by Chib et al. (1999).
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Appendix A. Simulation algorithm for SVJt model
In this section we provide full details of each step of the MCMC algorithm for
the SVJt model. From this scheme one can easily obtain the algorithms for all the
special cases (SV0 , SVt and SVJ ) by omitting the appropriate steps and by deleting the variables that do not appear in those speci2cations. The simulation steps
follow:
1. Initialize ; {t }; { t }; {qt };  and {ht }.
ˆ B−1 ) distribution where
2. Sample  from |y; {ht }; {t }; ; ; { t }; {qt }, an N(;
B = B10 +

n

t=1

xt xt

wt2 t−1 exp(ht )

;

n x (y − (exp( ) − 1)q )

t
t t
t
ˆ = B−1 B10 10 +
2 −1
wt t exp(ht )
t=1

:

3. Compute
yt∗ = log(yt − xt  − (exp( t ) − 1)qt )2 + log t ;

t = 1; : : : ; n

and sample st from st |yt∗ ; ht ;  Conditionally, the {st } are independent with
Pr(st |yt∗ ; ht ; ) ˙ Pr(st )N(yt∗ | log(wt2 ) + ht +

2
st ; vst );

where st and vs2t denote the mean and the variance of the mixture component at
time t.
4. Sample , and h from ,; {ht }|y; {st }; { t }; {qt }; {t };  by drawing
(a) First, we note that the target density (,|y∗ ; s) is proportional to
g(,) =

n

t=1

N(yt∗ |mst +  log w2 + ĥt|t−1 ; ft|t−1 );

where {ĥt|t−1 ; ft|t−1 } are computed via the Kalman 2lter recursions for
t = 1; 2; : : : ; n as
ĥt|t−1 =

+ (ĥt−1|t−1 − ) + zt ;

pt|t−1 =

2

pt−1|t−1 +

2

;
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ft|t−1 = pt|t−1 + vs2t ;

−1
kt = pt|t−1 ft|t−1
;

ĥt|t = ĥt|t−1 + kt (yt∗ − mst −  log w2 − ĥt|t−1 );

pt|t = (1 − kt )pt|t−1 :

(21)

The density g(,) is, thus, evaluated using the prediction error decomposition
log g(,) ˙

N
N
1
et2
1
log ft|t−1 −
;
2 t=1 ft|t−1
2 t=1

where et = yt∗ − mst −  log w2 − ĥt|t−1 .
We then calculate
m = arg max log(g(,));
,

2

V = {−@ log(g(,))=@, @, }−1
the negative inverse of the hessian at m. These are found by numerical optimization, typically initializing at the current value of ,. The proposal density for the
M–H step (Chib and Greenberg, 1995) is based on (m; V ) and is speci2ed as
multivariate-t with . degrees of freedom. The M–H step is completed by proposing the value , from fT (,|m; V; .) and accepting it with probability

g(, ) fT (,|m; V; .)
;
1
:
(,; , |y∗ ; s) = min
g(,) fT (, |m; V; .)
If the proposal value is rejected, the current value , is retained as the next draw.
(b) {ht } from {ht }|y∗ ; s; , in one block using the simulation smoother of de Jong and
Shephard (1995). This involves running the Kalman 2lter (21), storing
−1
−1
{et ; ft|t−1
; kt } followed by backward recursions, de2ning nt = ft|t−1
+ kt2 ut and
−1
dt = ft|t−1
et − rt kt , where going from t = n; : : : ; 1 with rn = 0 and un = 0,

ct = vs2t − vs4t nt ;

bt = vs2t (nt − kt ut );

At ∼ N(0; ct );

−1
rt−1 = ft|t−1
et + ( − kt )rt−1 − bt

At
;
ct

−1
ut−1 = ft|t−1
+ ( − k t )2 u t +

b2t
:
ct

Then, ht = yt∗ − mst − vs2t dt − At .
5. Sample ; {t }; {qt }|y; {ht }; ; ; { t } by drawing
(a) |y; {ht }; ; ; { t }; {qt } by the M–H algorithm.
The target density is
(|y; {ht }; ; ; { t }; {qt })
˙ ()

n

t=1

St(yt |xt  + (exp( t ) − 1)qt ; wt2 exp(ht ); ):

(22)

We sample this density by 2nding a proposal density that is tailored to the target (|y; h; ; ) and applying the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm in a manner
analogous to the case of ,.
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(b) {qt }|y; {ht }; ; ; ;  directly, using the two-point discrete distribution
Pr(qt = 1|y; {ht }; ; ; ; ) ˙  St(yt |xt  + kt ;

2∗
t ; );

Pr(qt = 0|y; {ht }; ; ; ; ) ˙ (1 − ) St(yt |xt ;
where

2∗
t

2∗
t ; );

≡ wt2 exp(ht ).

(c) {t }|y; {ht }; ; ; { t }; {qt };  independently for t 6 n from t |yt ; ht ; ; ;
where
t |yt ; ht ; ; ;

t ; qt ; 

t ; qt ; 

∼ Gamma

v + 1  + (yt − xt  − (exp( t ) − 1)qt )2 ={wt2 exp(ht )}
;
2
2

:

6. Sample ; { t }|y; {ht }; ; ; {t }; {qt }; 
This is done in block under the assumption that t is small in which case exp( t )−1
may be approximated by t and the distribution of yt marginalized over t can be
derived to be
yt |ht ; qt ; t ; ; ; ;  ∼ N(xt  − 0:52 qt ; 2 qt2 +

2
t );

where t2 = wt2 exp(ht )t−1 . Now, sample  and { t } from ; { t }|y; {ht }; {qt }; {t };
;  by drawing
•  by M–H from
g() = ()

n

t=1

f(yt |ht ; qt ; t ; ; ; ; )

(23)

using a tailored proposal density. Similarly to what is done for , and  the parameters of the proposal density are computed by maximizing (23) with respect to
.
• { t } from

t |y; ht ; qt ; t ; ; ; ; 

as follows:

Repeat for t = 1; : : : ; N :
— if qt = 0 simulate t from the normal prior in (3),
— if qt = 1 then t |y; ht ; qt ; t ; ; ; ;  ∼ N( t∗ ; B−1 ) where B = 1=2 + qt2
−2
−1
∗
t = B (−0:5 + qt t yt ).

−2
t

7. Sample |{qt } by drawing
|q1 : : : qN ∼ Beta(u0 + n1 ; u1 + n0 );
where n0 is the count of qt = 0 and n1 = n − n0 is the count of qt = 1.
8. Repeat Steps 2–7 using the most recent values of the conditioning variables.

and
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